Abstract In English, sentences containing a past tense in the complement clause of a past-marked propositional attitude predicate (e.g, John said Mary was sick) are compatible with both a simultaneous and a back-shifted reading, in a phenomenon known as Sequence of Tense. In languages like Japanese, only a shifted reading is available for such past-under-past sentences. Two families of theories have been proposed in the literature to account for this variation: structural and pragmatic. Structural accounts rely on a syntactic rule or licensing condition to derive simultaneous readings of embedded clauses. Pragmatic accounts rely on competition between past and present tense in embedded clauses to derive the readings. In this paper, I provide new data from Washo, an optional tense language, to weigh in on the debate on the choice between these theories. In Washo, both tensed and (past-oriented) tenseless embedded clauses can have simultaneous and back-shifted readings. I argue that a structural approach can account for the Washo generalizations fairly straightforwardly, while a pragmatic approach encounters difficulties. The result is that the distribution of simultaneous readings cross-linguistically is more fruitfully viewed as a syntactic phenomenon rather than a pragmatic one.
Sequence of Tense in complement clauses
In English, sentences like (1) where a past-tensed clause is embedded under a pasttensed attitude predicate have two readings. On one reading, the time of Mary's being sick overlaps with the time of John's saying, as in (1a). I will refer to this as the simultaneous reading (SIM). On the second reading, the time of Mary's being sick is in the past of John's saying time, as in (1b). I will refer to this as the back-shifted reading (SHIFT). The availability of the simultaneous reading for past-under-past is often referred to as Sequence of Tense (SoT; e.g., Ross 1967; Ogihara 1989; Heim 1994; Abusch 1997; Stowell 2007 , among many others).
(1)
John said Mary was sick.
a. John said: "Mary is sick." simultaneous reading (SIM) b. John said: "Mary was sick." back-shifted reading (SHIFT)
It is known that there is cross-linguistic variation in the availability of the simultaneous reading for past-under-past configurations. 1 For instance, in Japanese, past-under-past morphology yields only the back-shifted reading, as in (2a). To obtain a simultaneous reading, present tense morphology appears in the embedded clause, as in (2b), where the embedded clause is delineated by square brackets. 2 (2) Japanese: (Kubota et al. 2009) Two families of analyses have been proposed to account for SoT phenomena, which I will refer to as STRUCTURAL and PRAGMATIC approaches. Under a structural approach, two distinct LFs are assigned to past-under-past sentences like (1). The LF corresponding to the SHIFT reading contains two semantically interpretable past tenses, while the LF corresponding to the SIM reading contains no semantic past tense in the embedded clause. The intuition underlying such approaches is that the embedded past tense is semantically not interpreted under the SIM reading, since it does not induce a further backward shift relative to the time of the 1 This paper focuses on past-under-past in propositional attitude complement clauses. Other embedding constructions such as temporal adjunct clauses also give rise to SoT effects, and there is crosslinguistic variation in which embedding constructions trigger SoT effects, and whether SoT effects exist at all. See Ogihara 1989; Arregui & Kusumoto 1998; Kubota, Lee, Smirnova & Tonhauser 2009 , 2012 von Stechow & Grønn 2013 . 2 Morpheme glosses for non-English examples are as follows: 1, 2, 3 = first, second, third person; COMPL = complementizer; DEP = dependent mood; IMPF = imperfective; IND = independent mood; LOC = locative; NMLZ = nominalizer; NOM = nominative; O = object; REFL = reflexive; REM = remote past; S = subject; STATIC = prefix on weather verbs; TOP = topic matrix attitude. The availability of the SIM reading across languages depends on the availability of a syntactic mechanism for deriving what would appear to be a semantics-morphology mismatch. Examples of such accounts in the literature include Ogihara 1995; Kusumoto 1999; Grønn & von Stechow 2010. Under pragmatic approaches to SoT, only one syntax/semantics is assigned to sentences like (1), namely one where both instances of the past tense are interpreted. Under such accounts, simultaneous readings for past-under-past do not in fact exist.
The appearance of what appears to be a SIM reading for past-under-past in a given language depends on how sentences with past and present tense forms compete pragmatically with one another. Accounts along these lines include Gennari 2003; Altshuler & Schwarzschild 2012; Altshuler 2016. In this paper, I bring new data from Washo, an endangered language isolate 3 spoken in northern California and Nevada, to bear on the correct analysis of SoT phenomena. Washo provides a crucial case for testing the predictions of the structural and pragmatic accounts of SoT because it is an OPTIONAL TENSE language (Jacobsen 1964; Bochnak 2016) : finite clauses with past time reference may or may not contain a morphologically overt past tense. I show that past-under-past configurations (i.e., where there is an overt tense in each clause) are compatible with both SIM and SHIFT readings, and argue that a structural account can better handle these facts than a pragmatic one.
The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 I introduce Washo and my analytical assumptions regarding tensed and tenseless clauses. Section 3 introduces the generalizations on the availability of SIM and SHIFT readings in embedded tensed and tenseless clauses in Washo. In section 4 I introduce structural approaches to SoT phenomena, discuss the predictions for cross-linguistic variation, and show how the analyses can be applied to Washo. Section 5 discusses a pragmatic approach to SIM readings, and I show that such an approach faces difficulty in accounting for the generalizations from Washo. Section 6 concludes, with further comments on cross-linguistic variation in this area.
Optional past tense in Washo
As was already mentioned, Washo is an optional tense language. Morphologically tenseless clauses such as (3) are compatible with either a present or past interpretation. Such clauses exist alongside those containing the morpheme -uNil (allomorph -yuNil), which are restricted to past temporal reference only, see (4). In previous work (Bochnak 2016) , I argued that -uNil in (4) is the morphological exponent of a semantic past tense, while morphologically tenseless clauses like in (3) are also semantically tenseless. The interested reader is referred to that paper for further arguments and evidence for those claims. It should also be noted that Washo has no dedicated present tense. Present temporal reference is conveyed by morphologically tenseless clauses like (3).
For the purposes of this paper, I assume the following formal implementation of these claims. 4 I assume a referential analysis of tense, whereby the Reference Time (RT) of the clause is structurally represented as a temporal pronoun (Partee 1973; Heim 1994; Abusch 1997; Kratzer 1998) . Like other pronouns, the RT pronoun bears an index and receives its reference from the assignment function g. Tense morphology places a restriction on the value of the RT pronoun (variable i in (6c)) relative to an Evaluation Time (EvalT, variable j in (6c) ; Cable 2013; Bochnak 2016) . For the past tense, RT is in the past of EvalT (i < j). I assume (5b) as the structure for the tensed Washo sentence in (5a), and that mood marking in this language is semantically vacuous. 5 The compositional derivation of this structure is outlined in (6), assuming AspP denotes a predicate of times.
4 In certain details, I depart slightly from the formal details in Bochnak 2016, and adapt the implementation of tense morphology from Klecha 2016. This is done in part to facilitate the comparison with Altshuler & Schwarzschild's (2012) and Altshuler's (2016) analysis of tense in section 5. 5 See Hanink & Bochnak 2017 for the view that independent mood -i is vacuous, while dependent mood -aP instantiates Predicate Modification (Heim & Kratzer 1998) .
By default, the EvalT variable j is identified with the speech time (ST) in matrix contexts, yielding a proposition. Following Cable (2017) , I assume that in the absence of a salient past antecedent RT in the context, the RT variable i may be existentially bound, giving (7) in lieu of (6d). This basic architecture is assumed for tensed clauses across languages. 6
As for tenseless matrix clauses such as (8a), I assume the structure in (8b). Such clauses still contain an RT pronoun, but there is no tense feature restricting its reference or introducing a relation to EvalT. Although there is no tense restriction on the value of g (1) in (9b) 
With this background in place, we can now turn to temporal interpretation of complement clauses in Washo.
Sequence of Tense effects in Washo
Let us now consider the available interpretations for past-under-past configurations, i.e., where there is an overt morphological past tense in both the matrix and embedded clause. As shown in (10), a SHIFT reading is possible: Steven's being sick is located in the past of the matrix event time of saying.
(10) a. Context: Ryan said yesterday: "Steven was sick last week."
As shown in (11), a SIM reading is also available for past-under-past: the time of Reno being big overlaps with the matrix event time of thinking. Thus, a past embedded under past in Washo can receive either a simultaneous or back-shifted reading, just like in English.
(11) a. Context: When you were a child, you thought that Reno was a really big city. But since then, you've visited Sacramento and San Francisco, which are both much bigger, so you now know that Reno isn't that big after all. 
SIM readings can also be expressed using an embedded tenseless clause, either with a tensed or tenseless matrix clause, (12a) and (12b) respectively. Nevertheless, SHIFT readings are also available for those configurations, as shown in (13a) and (13b). The morphological form of the sentences in (12) and (13) is the same, only the contexts are different in order to favor a SIM or SHIFT reading. 
In the case of an embedded tensed clause with a tenseless matrix clause, only a SHIFT reading is possible, as shown in (14).
(SHIFT only) a. Context: You run into your old friend. His name used to be Tim, but you heard that he changed his name since you last saw him. b. # Context: You see a man in the street and say "Hi Tim!" He tells you his name isn't Tim. You apologize and say . . .
The key generalizations are the following: (i) past-under-past in Washo is compatible with both SIM and SHIFT readings; (ii) the SIM reading can also be expressed using embedded tenseless clauses; and (iii) there is no SIM reading available for an embedded past under matrix tenseless clause. A summary of the interpretations of attitude complement clauses is given in Table 1 . These generalizations hold at least for the embedding verbs -hámu 'think' and -í:d 'say'.
Simultaneous Back-shifted past-under-past bare-under-past bare-under-bare past-under-bare # Table 1 Availability of readings in complement clauses 4 A structural account for Washo simultaneous readings
In this section, let us consider how structural approaches to Sequence of Tense could handle the Washo data. The main intuition behind structural accounts is that, in a past-under-past configuration, the embedded morphological tense isn't interpreted as such in order to obtain the SIM reading. In other words, for the SIM reading, there no semantic past tense in the embedded clause, whereas for the SHIFT reading, each morphological past tense is semantically interpreted. Different varieties of structural analyses for SoT posit different mechanisms for deriving what appears to be a semantics-morphology mismatch in the case of SIM readings. In this section, I review two varieties of structural approaches -a tense deletion account, and a long-distance licensing account -and consider their predictions with respect to the Washo data. In short: a structural account can handle the Washo facts with minimal additional auxiliary assumptions.
Tense deletion
A classical structural account for SoT phenomena is due to Ogihara (1989 Ogihara ( , 1995 and involves a rule of tense deletion at LF. Under this rule, stated in (15), an embedded tense may be optionally deleted if it is c-commanded by a tense of the same kind. When the rule applies, the embedded past tense is not interpreted, and the temporal variable in the embedded clause is bound by the matrix attitude predicate, yielding a SIM reading; see (16) 
In case the deletion rule does not apply, as it is optional, both past tenses are interpreted, yielding the SHIFT reading, as in (18). Under these truth conditions, there are two backwards shifts: the RT of the matrix clause is in the past of ST, while the embedded RT is in the past of the attitude holder's now. 8 (18) Truth conditions for SHIFT:
The notation SAY is meant to represent the modal component of the attitude verb say and its crosslinguistic counterparts. In (17), SAY( j)(g(1))(w) denotes the set of world-time pairs compatible with what John says at time g(1) in world w. 8 Following Ogihara & Sharvit (2012) , the RT of the embedded clause is existentially bound.
The optional deletion rule thus creates two distinct LFs with different truth conditions for past-under-past sentences, deriving an ambiguity between SIM and SHIFT readings.
Thinking about cross-linguistic variation under this account, recall that in Japanese, past-under-past allows only a SHIFT reading, and SIM is derived by using an embedded present tense; the data are repeated below in (19).
(19) Japanese: (Kubota et al. 2009) Ogihara proposes that the tense deletion rule in (15) is not available in the grammar of Japanese. Every instance of a morphological past tense must be interpreted, yielding only a SHIFT reading for past-under-past in this language. Variation in the availability of the SIM reading for past-under-past is thus due to parametric variation in the availability of the tense deletion rule in a given language.
Long-distance licensing
More recent structural approaches to SoT views the availability of a SIM reading for past-under-past as a polarity or agreement phenomenon. Under such a view, an embedded morphological past tense can be licensed by or agree with a past tense in the matrix clause (e.g., Grønn & von Stechow 2010; Kusumoto 1999 Kusumoto , 2005 Schlenker 2004; Stowell 2007; Zeijlstra 2012) . The semantic past tense operator is divorced from the morphological exponent of past tense; for the rest of this section, I will follow the previous literature in writing PAST for the semantic operator, and past for past tense morphology. The idea is that a morphological past must be licensed by a c-commanding semantic PAST operator.
In a language like English, this licensing may be local or cross clause boundaries. The SHIFT reading is derived as in (20a), where both clauses contain a morphological past that is locally licensed by a semantic PAST within the same clause. Two instances of semantic PAST means two backward shifts, deriving the SHIFT reading. For the SIM reading, the morphological past in the embedded clause is not licensed by a semantic PAST within the same clause, but rather is long-distance licensed by (or agrees with) the semantic PAST in the matrix clause. Under such a configuration, shown in (20b), there is no semantic PAST in the embedded clause, and thus no second backward shift, deriving the SIM reading. What is ruled out is a configuration whereby a morphological past is unlicensed by a semantic PAST, an example of which is (20c). (20) Cross-linguistic variation is accounted for in the following way. Whereas English allows an LF as in (20b) where an embedded morphological past can be longdistance licensed by (or agree with) a matrix semantic PAST, such LFs are not licit in languages like Japanese (e.g, Kusumoto 1999 ). In such languages, a morphological past must be licensed by a clause-mate semantic PAST, as in (20a). This means that an embedded morphological past in Japanese always has a corresponding semantic PAST in the same clause, so a complex sentence with two morphological pasts will also contain two semantic PASTs, yielding the SHIFT reading only.
Washo under a structural account
Let us now consider how these sorts of structural accounts can deal with the Washo facts presented in section 3. Recall that the crucial generalizations are that pastunder-past can receive both SHIFT and SIM readings, but that the SIM reading is not available for a past-marked clause embedded under a morphologically tenseless clause; see (21). (21) Simultaneous Back-shifted past-under-past past-under-bare # These generalizations can be accounted for under either type of structural account discussed here when we assume that Washo is like English with respect to whatever parameter settings for structural rules deriving SIM (i.e., tense deletion or licensing/agreement of lower morphological past). This will derive the availability of the SIM reading for past-under-past in Washo, since a semantic PAST operator is optionally not present in the embedded clause: either it is optionally deleted by identity with a matrix past as in (15), or Washo allows LFs like (20b) where the embedded morphological past is licensed by or agrees with the matrix semantic PAST.
The absence of the SIM reading for past-under-bare is also predicted by such an account. Since there is no past tense in the matrix clause, the conditions for either the tense deletion rule or long-distance licensing/agreement are not met, and the embedded clause must receive a back-shifted interpretation relative to the matrix clause. Note, however, that under a polarity/licensing account, the LF in (22) must be ruled out. Under such a configuration, a semantic PAST in the matrix clause long-distance licenses a morphological past in the embedded clause, without another morphological past in the matrix clause as well. This would derive a SIM reading for past-under-bare.
(22) *[ PAST John say [ that Mary be-past sick ] ]
Such an account requires the auxiliary assumption that a semantic PAST can only long-distance license a morphological past if it also locally licenses a clause-mate morphological past. With this additional assumption in place, both varieties of structural account discussed in this section can handle the facts from Washo.
Let us now turn to pragmatic accounts of SoT and the predictions for optional tense languages.
A pragmatic account for Washo simultaneous readings
Pragmatic accounts deny that SIM is a distinct reading for past-under-past sentences. They assign these sentences a single syntax-semantics, namely one where both the matrix and embedded tenses are interpreted, deriving only the SHIFT reading 
The main idea behind pragmatic accounts is that under certain conditions, these truth conditions will be compatible with an apparent SIM reading, although no SoT ambiguity is posited at LF or in the truth conditions. Such accounts take it to be crucial that SoT effects typically only surface with embedded stative predicates. 9 A key ingredient of pragmatic accounts is the view that if a stative predicate holds at an RT interval t, then it is also true at a superinterval t . This idea is formalized in (24), which says that there is no first or last moment at which statives hold: there always exists some earlier and later moment at which the stative is also true. 10 (24) Temporal profile of statives (TPS):
For any tenseless stative clause φ and moment m: & Schwarzschild 2012; Altshuler 2016) This has the consequence that in certain contexts, a present tense stative entails a past tense stative: if a stative is true at ST, then there is also a moment in the past of ST where the stative is also true. In contexts where this is the case, a CESSATION IMPLICATURE arises for the use of the past tense. This is because a speaker who uses a past tensed stative should have used a sentence with the stronger present tense if she has reason to believe the latter is true. To see how this plays out, consider (25) from Altshuler & Schwarzschild (2012) . In this context, speaker A sets up the speech time as the topical RT in the discourse. If speaker B is being cooperative, she should respond using the present tense, since the present is topical in the discourse and the truth conditions for the present tense sentence are logically stronger than the corresponding past tense sentence. The truth conditions for B's present tense utterance are given in (26). By TPS, these truth conditions entail those in (27), which are the truth conditions for the past tense version B -because there is no topical past reference time in the discourse, the RT variable is existentially bound. Since the truth conditions in (27) are weaker than those in (26), B should have used the stronger present tense form if she had reason to believe it is true. Since B did not, she must not believe that the present tense form is true, leading to a cessation implicature. (This reasoning goes through so long as B is knowledgeable about Scotty's state of being at speech time, which can be reasonably assumed given the context provided.) 
∃t[t < ST ∧ anxious(s)(t)(w)]
Altshuler & Schwarzschild (2012) and Altshuler (2016) argue that this reasoning extends to embedded cases as well. It will be instructive to first consider the Japanese cases. Recall that in Japanese, a present-under-past derives the SIM reading. By TPS in (24), the truth conditions for the SIM reading in (28) entail those in (29), which are the truth conditions for past-under-past, i.e., SHIFT. (28) Japanese present-under-past: λ w.g(1) < ST ∧ ∀ w ,t ∈ SAY( j)(g(1))(w) : sick(m)(t )(w ) by TPS entails: (29) Japanese past-under-past:
Now in principle, the SHIFT truth conditions could be compatible with a SIM reading. Since a stative is subject to the superinterval property, it can possibly continue into the future of the past RT and overlap with the attitude holder's now if no outside forces cause it to stop (Gennari 2003) . However, this is not possible due to a cessation implicature. Since SIM is strictly stronger than SHIFT, the speaker (in Japanese) should use a present-under-past sentence if she believes that the embedded stative overlaps with the attitude time. Following this reasoning, the use of pastunder-past in Japanese then gives rise to a cessation implicature, and only a SHIFT reading is available for past-under-past.
This type of reasoning does not go through in English. This is because the embedded present in English gives rise to the so-called DOUBLE ACCESS reading (e.g., Smith 1978; Abusch 1997) . Under this reading, which is obligatory for English speakers who accept the embedded present tense, the RT for the embedded clause must overlap both the attitude time and the speech time. In (30), the adverb ten years ago is unacceptable, since it would mean that Mary's pregnancy has lasted at least ten years.
(30) John said (#ten years ago) that Mary is pregnant.
In contexts where the RT given in the discourse does not include the speech time, (30) either comes out false (in the analysis of Altshuler & Schwarzschild 2012) or has a presupposition failure (in the analysis of Altshuler 2016). As a consequence, a present-under-past sentence is not a suitable competitor for a past-under-past sentence in English, and so it follows that no cessation implicature is derived for past-under-past sentences. This in turn means that a past-under-past sentence in English, which has only SHIFT truth conditions on this view, can in principle be compatible with an apparent SIM reading. Since no cessation implicature arises for past-under-past, the stative in the embedded clause can in principle extend into the future and overlap with the attitude time, if this is compatible with the context, deriving an apparent SIM reading.
In sum, cross-linguistic variation in the availability of a SIM reading for pastunder-past sentences depends on availability of a suitable competitor in a given language to derive a cessation implicature for past-under-past sentences. In Japanese, present-under-past sentences compete with past-under-past sentences -the truth conditions of the former are strictly stronger than the truth conditions of the latter, giving rise to a cessation implicature for past-under-past sentences, and hence no SIM reading. In English, due to the double access reading for the embedded present tense, there is no suitable competitor for past-under-past sentences in order to generate a cessation implicature; therefore, a past-under-past sentence can be used to convey an apparent SIM reading, although no SIM truth conditions are derived for any sentence in English. Essentially, the source of variation lies in the lexical semantics of the present tense across languages, namely in whether the present tense is a truly relative tense (Japanese) or contains a deictic component giving rise to double access interpretations (English).
Washo under a pragmatic account
Let us now consider the predictions of a pragmatic account for Washo. Note first that cessation implicatures are reported for the past tense in matrix clauses in Washo (Jacobsen 1964; Bochnak 2016) . Jacobsen notes that sentences containing the past tense -uNil very often occur with a follow-up sentence that directly asserts cessation, as in (31). Furthermore, speaker commentary on the elicited example in (32) also indicates the presence of a cessation inference. Let us assume the truth conditions in (35) for the SIM reading of a bare-underpast Washo sentence. These are the same truth conditions as those for Japanese present-under-past sentences. By TPS in (24), these truth conditions entail the SHIFT truth conditions derived for a Washo past-under-past sentence, as in (36).
(35) Truth conditions for bare-under-past (SIM reading): λ w.g(1) < ST ∧ ∀ w ,t ∈ SAY( j)(g(1))(w) : sick(m)(t )(w ) (= Japanese present-under-past) by TPS entails:
(36) Truth conditions for past-under-past (SHIFT reading):
Given this setup, a pragmatic account predicts cessation implicatures for Washo past-under-past, parallel with Japanese. Since a form with stronger SIM truth conditions is available, the use of a past-under-past sentence should lead to the implicature that SIM does not hold, predicting that only a SHIFT reading is available for pastunder-past sentences. This in an unwelcome prediction, since a past-under-past sentence in Washo is also compatible with a SIM reading. Note that the absence of a present tense in Washo does not affect the argumentation here. The pragmatic account runs on the entailment relations between sets of truth conditions, and not on the morphological exponence of tense.
It is furthermore unclear how a pragmatic account can deal with the absence of a SIM reading for past-under-bare clauses like (14) . If this is due to a cessation implicature derived via competition with an embedded tenseless form, then it remains mysterious why such an explanation cannot be extended to block SIM readings for past-under-past sentences as well.
In sum, a pragmatic account of SoT effects does not make the correct predictions for the availability of SIM readings for past-under-past sentences in Washo.
Conclusion and further cross-linguistic variation
This paper has offered new insights from Washo as an optional tense language into the debate on the correct analysis of temporal interpretation of complement clauses. I argued that based on the Washo facts, it would seem that a structural approach to SoT phenomena is better able to handle cross-linguistic variation in the availability of SIM readings for past-under-past than a pragmatic approach. The conclusion is that the cross-linguistic (un-)availability of simultaneous readings for past-under-past is better analyzed as a syntactic rather than a pragmatic phenomenon.
Although these conclusions were drawn on the basis of Washo, there is an additional cross-linguistic argument that also favors a structural approach. Namely, within the class of optional tense languages, we find variation in the availability of SIM readings for past-under-past. Alongside Washo, Tlingit (Na-Dene) is a language for which SIM readings are available for past-under-past sentences (Cable 2017; see (37) Did they tell you why they were in such a bad mood two weeks ago? b. # Context (SIM): You went to visit Louise and Marie a week ago, right?
Did they tell you why they were in such a bad mood that day?
A structural account can straightforwardly explain these patterns as variation in the availability of a tense deletion rule or in the long-distance licensing of an embedded past: Washo and Tlingit have such a rule, whereas Medumba and Awing do not. This sort of parametric variation thus transcends whether tense in a particular language is optional or obligatory. It is less clear, however, how a pragmatic account would handle these facts. As shown in the previous section, such an account predicts that the availability of an embedded tenseless clause that derives the SIM reading should preclude such a reading for past-under-past sentences. Whereas this would appear to be the case for languages like Medumba and Awing, but it is not the case for Washo and Tlingit.
More detailed analyses of individual languages are necessary in order to further test theories of SoT and simultaneous readings and to assess how they account for cross-linguistic variation in this area. In ongoing work, Bochnak, Hohaus & Mucha (2018) further investigate the availability of simultaneous readings in optional tense languages (Medumba, Washo), graded tense languages (Medumba) and tenseless languages (Hausa, Samoan), and furthermore ask to what extent aspect plays a role in the availability of SIM readings. This is an area that is ripe for further cross-linguistic investigation.
